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Monitoring and managing metabolic effects of antipsychotics: A cluster randomized trial of an intervention combining evidence-based quality improvement and external facilitation
Richard R Owen, Karen L Drummond, Kristen M Viverito, Kathy E Marchant, Sandra K Pope, Jeffrey L Smith and Reid D Landes

Dear Dr. Foy and IS Editorial Team:

I have reviewed the changes made by the copy editor. With the exception of one paragraph, I approve all of the edits made. We also added street addresses for authors’ affiliations. The requested clean version of the manuscript is attached.

The problematic paragraph is titled, “Power Analysis,” and is found at the bottom of p. 21, continuing into p. 22. There were a number of symbols for Greek letters which apparently did not paste or convert correctly, and there was other evidence of copy/paste or conversion problems, because there was some repeated text and some missing text. I have restored the symbols and missing text, all in Times New Roman 12-point font. Let me know if you have any questions about this paragraph, or need to edit it further.

Again, thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Richard Owen